
For seven years, I served the four Catholic parishes on Portland’s peninsula and lived 

at St. Peter’s rectory, one block away from our Cathedral. Each day, I witnessed what I 

called the “great migration.” Dozens of poor often homeless people moved from their space 

to the St. Vincent DePaul Soup Kitchen at the Cathedral. Then they walked back towards 

St. Peter’s Rectory and lingered there until Milestone shelter opened for the chemically 

dependent.   

One day as I left the rectory, one of the homeless men familiar to me stopped to talk. 

He said, (with words that cannot be quoted from this pulpit) “Father last night me and a 

couple of my buddies stopped some young punks about to spray paint St. Peter’s Church 

wall. We told them pretty bluntly, ‘You leave this church alone and you leave the Cathedral 

alone’.” Then he said these words that moved me deeply, “We told them, these people are 

good to us. They make sure we have a meal, warm clothing, and friendly words. They treat 

us like human beings!”  

“They treat us like human beings.” This was not the usual experience he encountered 

in Portland as a homeless man with alcoholism. He knew the difference from being treated 

like a human being and treated in other ways. But encounters with parishioners and 

priests offered an oasis of kindness in otherwise cold and ugly day of life. 

John the Baptist’s preaching awakens within the people a great sense of spiritual 

hunger. Many realize their lives are heading in the wrong direction. His preaching breaks 

through a sense of spiritual stagnation, exposing their hearts to the penetrating light of 

divine judgment. Three groups of people ask the same question, “What must we do?” 

Basically, his answer to everyone is “treat others like human beings”. That may be simple 

and indeed it is. But we shouldn’t always confuse “simple” with “easy”! 

Many presenting these questions were well known for lives darkened by self -

centeredness and exploitation. Tax collectors had a reputation for gouging the people for 

Roman taxes as well as their own significant administrative fees for the service. Herod’s 

soldiers were known for their brutal exercise of power and robbing people of money. Both 

groups were despised by the people and often condemned by religious leaders as public 

sinners. 

John the Baptist does not insist they resign from their jobs, nor does he impose any 

religious rituals, additional prayers, or forms of penance. Instead, recognizing the need for 

tax collectors and soldiers, he calls them to a complete change of heart and soul. His 

response to the question “What must I do?” can come down to one word; “compassion”. Are 

you capable of compassion? Can you be compassionate as a tax collector or as one of 

Herod’s soldiers? 

Compassion demands a completely new way of seeing the people of everyday life. 

While tax collectors and soldiers saw people as means to more money, John the Baptist 

insists they now see them completely different. A change of heart and soul recognizes 

everyday people sharing the same humanity; the only humanity there is. Recognizing their 

suffering and oppression, tax collectors and soldiers are not to pile on any additional 

burdens. Instead, they are to see their offices as ways of easing their heavy burdens. Or, 

“treat them like human beings, with compassion”. 



Pope Benedict XVI offered these beautiful words in his encyclical God is Love, 

“Seeing with the eyes of Christ, I can give to others much more than their outward 

necessities; I can give them the look of love which they crave.” 

Throughout the Old Testament, God is revealed as a God of compassion. God knows 

of our suffering, our sorrows and our wayward lives. God is moved to respond on our 

behalf, always with compassion.  

But it is the paschal mystery of the Lord Jesus Christ imprinting God’s final 

compassionate work for all humanity and all creation. The cross symbolized the world’s 

hatred, but Jesus transformed the cross into the source of divine love. The cross was a sign 

of death and Jesus transformed the cross into an instrument of life. The cross manifested 

cold-hearted and merciless retribution. But Jesus made the cross a source of forgiveness 

and mercy, pouring out unceasingly. Again, in a word; compassion. 

Every genocidal mass grave, every overcrowded refugee camp, every mass shooting, 

every terrorist attack; all represent the death of compassion; and the death of compassion 

is the face of hell. But compassion’s death need not be so universal and massive. Every 

child hungry in a nation with surplus food, every homeless person taunted by passersby, 

every person of color deemed inferior, every family member or friend writing off others for 

voting differently represents compassion’s death. 

The heart of the Risen Lord is compassion bathed in glory. The forces of hell dissolve 

in the Savior’s heart. Our heart must be continually transformed into the heart of the Risen 

Lord Jesus Christ. This is the ultimate spiritual journey. Divine compassion, now residing 

within us, is called to flow out of us. If you are on some other spiritual journey that does 

not transform your heart into the heart of Jesus, change spiritual paths. 

Compassion is the bridge needed to connect the many chasms of today’s hostility and 

bitterness. Compassion needs to grow within our heart and soul. Compassion does not 

pretend we must agree on everything, nor does it pretend to solve everyone’s problems or fix 

all complaints. Rather, compassion reminds us that no matter how separated or divided, we 

are united at a higher place.  

Transcendence takes us to the compassion of Jesus’ heart. There, we all find mercy 

forgiving our sins and healing our inner wounds. There we are also called to extend that 

compassionate mercy to one another. There, we recognize our common humanity, 

embraced by God at the Incarnation. There we discover we are more alike than different.  

The next time we encounter someone that stirs up feelings of animosity, bitterness, 

resentments, disgust or self-righteousness; ask “What must I do?”  Treat her or him like a 

human being. It might make a difference for both of us. 

 

 

  

 


